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Taking place this summer, Dust to Dust is a programme of 
installations, a workshop, and live music events featuring 
works by Wolfgang Tillmans, Zander Porter and Tianzhuo 
Chen.

Dust to Dust positions Wolfgang Tillmans’ collection work 
Lights (Body) (2002) in dialogue with two more recent 
works, Zander Porter’s Emoji-bot [Du{think}BTTR_off_
alleine?] and Tianzhuo Chen’s The Dust (both 2021). Installed 
across three galleries, each artist’s work alludes to a space 
of human interaction, of sociality and gathering: viewers 
journey from the nightclub, through online space and 
into the spiritual realm. Yet the human body is noticeably 
absent from each work; literally in the case of Tillmans 
and Chen, and appearing as a speculative avatar for Porter. 
As a trio, the works push against definitions of liveness, 
temporality and the performative.

Known for his photographic work, Lights (Body) is one of the 
earlier moving-image works by Wolfgang Tillmans. Filmed 
in two crowded nightclubs but focused on the automated 
movements of the lighting system – the only indication 
of the bodies below are dust motes floating in beams of 
light. The mechanical movement, the captured light and 
the pulsating soundtrack transform a dense corporeal 
environment into an abstract experience. Presented large-
scale on the altar of the former Methodist chapel, the work 
has a dramatic, reverent quality, hinting at the aspects of 
community, spirituality and ritual shared by the church 
and the club.   
 
In the middle gallery, Emoji-bot by Zander Porter creates a 
simulation of liveness: three performers on three screens 
cycle through a choreographic score that syncs them in a 
‘live’ digital temporality. The dramaturgy of the installation 
has a theatricality that further blurs the boundary between 
virtual and physical performance.    

In Tianzhuo Chen’s The Dust, presented in the back 
gallery, tools and relics are the primary protagonists. From 
prayer wheels to a celestial burial ground, the work tells 
a story from the beginning of life, through evolution and 
into death. Conceived by the artist as a performance 
without the presence of human figures, the work could be 
understood as being free from social order: its events derive 
from whatever we understand to be the world’s ‘original 
source’. 

Across the three works, the physical body becomes felt 
through suggestion – flesh as an abstract notion. The body 
of the viewer therefore becomes the body in equation 
with the work, inhabiting the visceral space of the dance 
floor, confronting the digital body on-screen, sensing the 
mortality of the corporeal. Locating these works within a 
specific moment becomes difficult, prompting the viewer 
to ask, where are we in time’s chronology?

The analogue nature of Tillmans’ work suggests a 
twentieth-century experience, but the music is generic 
enough to speak to an ongoing experience of club culture. 
In the twenty years between Tillmans’ work and Porter 
and Chen’s, the world experienced the boom of the 
internet: this allows us to build communities and engage 
with each other across time and geography. The global 
pandemic, which forced us to physically distance ourselves 
from one another, pushed us into these digital spaces. 
This simultaneous enforced and embraced alienation and 
isolation can be keenly felt in these works. Viewed in 2023, 
it is difficult to see them as either celebration or critique. 
Instead we are left to consider, what brings us together – 
and what still pulls us apart? In the short time we have, 
how do we confront our fleeting presence in the world?

In parallel, live events take place at the gallery across the 
month, providing a space to bring bodies together. 
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In the beginning / there is dust //  
no generations / no future / no past



Workshop: Zander Porter
Saturday 15 July, 11am–12.30pm
Artist and choreographer Zander Porter invites participants 
from across the spectra of movement, (dis)ability and (dis)
embodiment curiosity/experience to explore emoting 
exercises, cyborg mirroring and replicant (dis)identification 
together. Through guided psychosomatic micro-
ceremonies, the group will explore feeling (or emoting), 
articulating, seeing and facialising in relation to each 
other and each other’s devices, virtually and corporeally. 
This intimate workshop aims to construct an ‘identity 
blip matrix’, complicating neurotypical relationality and 
reorienting notions such as I/you/eye, we/techno/us,  
other/consumption/individual, queer/here/when, and  
this/     /that.

Performance: SWARMM & 00 Zhang + Yu Chao  
+ Carlos Minozzi 
Thursday 20 July, 8–10pm
Experience an evening of live experimental electronic 
music, with a programme featuring multidisciplinary artist 
and violinist SWARMM and artist 00 Zhang programming 
other-worldly live visuals in collaboration with Carlos 
Minozzi, while Yu Chao takes over the decks. 

Pushing musical boundaries in an eclectic mix of techno, 
industrial soundscapes, deconstructed club, hypnotic 
trance and ethereal sounds, the live sets will take you for a 
ride through the experimental side of electronic music.

Performance: Rieko Whitfield – Ashes to Ashes
Thursday 27 July, 8–10pm 
Bridging experimental pop music and ritualistic 
worldbuilding, multidisciplinary artist Rieko Whitfield 
performs unreleased music from her debut EP Regenesis 
(dropping 14 October 2023).

Whitfield’s practice draws from microcosms of lived 
experience, weaving non-linear speculative mythologies 
into expanded performance. Intimacy and power blend 
seamlessly in her rebellious approach to music, which is 
influenced by her early years of classical violin training, 
her upbringing in Shinto and Buddhist philosophy, her 
teenage experiences in heavy metal subcultures and her 
background in performance art.

The Ashes to Ashes event transforms the main gallery of 
the former chapel into a club for an evening featuring 
Whitfield’s live musical performance alongside a dance 
performance by movement artist Yen-Ching Lin, the 
debut club remix of Whitfield’s single by Luca Eck and the 
premiere of her music video, followed by a DJ.

All are welcome at Ashes to Ashes – a sonic and embodied 
conjuring towards collective healing.
 
Late Night Opening: Milo & Friends
Thursday 3 August, 6–9pm
Come and experience our current exhibitions, Dust to Dust 
and Invites: Milo Creese after hours at this special event. 
Enjoy a drink from our donation bar and see the works by 
Wolfgang Tillmans, Zander Porter and Tianzhuo Chen.

Join Milo Creese at his Invites presentation, for which he
invites Teddy May de Kock, Jack Catling and DJ Ben 
Dawlatly to perform.
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Performance: Kiik Amor/Jordan Edge –  
Trans-sonic Worldbuilding
Thursday 10 August, 7–9pm
Join us in the gallery for a performance lecture and 
meditation presented by Kiik Amor/Jordan Edge.  To begin, 
Kiik guides the audience through the concept of trans-
sonic worldbuilding and the means to create trans-sonic 
futures and possible ways of being. They present sound as  
a trans-natured, trans-materialist entity that embodies  
and rebodies our experiential selves over and over again, 
letting us enter new and explorative ways of being.   
In creating trans-sonic worlds, Kiik proposes that it’s 
possible to create something beyond human: a language, 
a doorway, a gateway to different universes where a range 
of sonic powers or sonic-agenda functions for feelings or 
emotions, which can’t be explained via human language, 
can be harnessed.   
 
Following the performance lecture, Kiik leads a meditation 
session. A live, trans-fictional sonic narrative of mutualism, 
symbiosis and fluid storytelling is delivered in the form of a 
guided voiceover, blended with live sound and composition 
and movement exercises. The narrative of the session is 
based on trans-sonic worldbuilding and how it influences 
trans-sonic bodies, listening experiences and perceptions.
 
Regular Families Create workshops will take place every 
Saturday from 2–5pm, and introductory Taster Tours are 
on Sundays at 4pm. 

All events are FREE. Booking recommended.

Wolfgang Tillmans  
Lights (Body) 
2002 
SD video: 5 mins (loop) 
Music: Don’t Be Light by Air, Hacker Remix 
Courtesy of Source Records 
Zabludowicz Collection

Zander Porter  
Emoji-bot [Du{think}BTTR_off_alleine?]  
2021 
4-channel video installation: 21:31 mins 
Performers: ketia, Harald Stojan & Annalise Van Even

Tianzhuo Chen  
The Dust 
2021 
3-channel video installation: 23:12 mins 
Director: Tianzhuo Chen  
Music: 33EMYBW  
CGI: Cattin Tsai, Tianzhuo Chen  
Text: Oxi Peng, Tianzhuo Chen  
Editor and VFX: Ren Xingxing  
Management: Guan Yun, Ren Xingxing  
Camera: Yu Hao, Li Kaiqiang 
Special thanks to: Khanpo Dawaghatso, Master Sun,  
Sihu Monastery, Kharnang Monastery, The Sky  
Burial Platform of Redeng Temple 
Commissioned by Macalline Art Center, Beijing, China
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Jack Catling is a UK-based artist and film-maker inspired 
by the fault lines where reality and illusion collide and 
merge awkwardly.

Yu Chao is a London-based music producer and visual 
artist. Drawing inspiration from dark industrial music, he 
released his debut EP Salvation in 2021. The EP seamlessly 
blends haunting classical piano with an atmosphere 
evoking a dystopian metropolis infused with religious 
apocalyptic themes. The standout track, ‘Apex Predator’, 
garnered significant praise and caught the attention of 
multiple record labels.

In 2022, Yu Chao released his first full-length album, 
showcasing the versatility of his music. Building on the 
distinctive sound design of his previous EP, he masterfully 
strikes a balance between pop and experimental music.

Tianzhuo Chen (b. 1985, Beijing, China) received his BA 
from Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design 
and his MFA from the Chelsea College of Art and Design, 
both in London. His most recent solo exhibitions include 
Illuminated Spirits at the TANK Shanghai (2023), The 
Shepherd at Kyoto Experiment, Kyoto (2021) and Trance at 
M Woods Museum, Beijing (2019). He has been included 
in group exhibitions at Wrightwood 659, Chicago (2019), 
the 6th Athens Biennale, Athens (2018) and Faurschou 
Foundation Beijing (2018), among others.

Recently, Chen realised a 12-hour performance of Trance, 
which premiered in June 2022 at Kampnagel Hamburg and 
was shown in February 2023 as part of the Schall & Rausch 
festival at KINDL, Berlin. 

Milo Creese (b. 1986, Chertsey, UK) received an MA from 
the Royal College of Art in 2017 and a BA from Wimbledon 
College of Art in 2015. Recent exhibitions and festivals 
include London Short Film Festival, BFI (2022), Tailbone,  
The Artesian Well (2019), Art Night (2018), Tenderflix, 
BFI (2018) and Transcending species, transcending gender, 
transcending nations, Deptford Cinema (2018) (all London). 
In 2019 Creese was the recipient of the Film London 
FLAMIN Fellowship and in 2022 participated in the Master 
Class programme at the Zabludowicz Collection, London.

Ben Dawlatly has DJed in clubs, bars, pubs, house parties 
and warehouse raves across London and Spain. During 
lockdown he livestreamed some of the best DJ sets ever 
created to literally tens of people. He now works as a 
Spanish teacher in a secondary school, where his students 
are unaware that he is far cooler than they could ever 
imagine. Since he is now a teacher, he has tried to erase all 
evidence of his DJing prowess from social media. He plays a 
range of music from house to jungle, and guarantees to get 
you dancing.

Jordan Edge/Kiik Amor is a non-binary/trans artist 
from the UK working in the field of experimental music 
and sound art. Their work is based at the intersection 
of experience design, performance art and trans-sonic 
worldbuilding. They present hybrid species, along with 
non-human and queer/trans-sonic narratives through 
multidisciplinary experiences. In their artistic work, 
they manipulate latex, glass and silicone to create 
sound sculptures that function as abstract forms of 
communication.

Jordan also performs under the alias Kiik Amor as an 
exhilarating live performer and experimental music 
composer. Kiik combines savage audio rot, broken pop 
melodies and active noise to create diverse hyper-sonic 
worlds. Kiik detaches herself from reality through liminal 
performance bodies and the abuse of audio and ethereal 
vocals, crushing any notion of tempo and key. Kiik makes 
angelic, surreal, disorientating music.
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Yen-Ching Lin is a performer, dance artist and teacher.  
She is developing her own research and creative practices 
in movement, photography and video.

Born in Taiwan, she studied at the Taipei National 
University of the Arts and then at the London 
Contemporary Dance School. She has collaborated with 
artists and companies including Maresa von Stockert, 
Charles Linehan, Jonathan Lunn, Didy Veldman, Theo 
Adams Company, Stefan Jovanović, balletLORENT, Clod 
Ensemble, Hofesh Shechter Company and Bern Ballet 
(under the direction of Stijn Celis), Akram Khan Company, 
AΦE, the Waldorf Project, Lee Mingwei, Alice Anderson, 
Punchdrunk and Bullyache.

Teddy May de Kock is a Dutch performance artist based 
in London. Her work explores ‘theatricality in art’ and the 
value of talent and entertainment today. She shapes the 
fine lines of bad/good and kitsch/sophisticated in lively, 
musical and fun ways on stage, using both rehearsed and 
improvised material. 

In 2007, Teddy May graduated with a degree in acting, 
song and dance from the Erasmus University Rotterdam, 
then gained a BA in theatre at ArtEZ in the Netherlands. 
In 2016, she received an MA in Performance Making 
from Goldsmiths, University of London. Her works are 
shown in galleries and independent art spaces, as well 
as at theatres and festivals such as P.S. This is live, The 
Hague; South London Gallery, London; Le Musée du 
Fumeur, Paris; Galerie Barbara Seiler, Zurich; Cabaret 
Melancholique, London; ZeeZout, Amsterdam; Artsadmin, 
London; Compagnietheater, Amsterdam; and Clearview, 
London, among others. Teddy also organises underground 
performance evenings and talent shows, bringing together 
different people and styles of performance.

Carlos Minozzi is a technical artist from Brazil, based in 
Berlin. He likes to work with procedural tools, simulations, 
animations and real-time game engine renders, and he 
has exhibited at Fondation Beyeler, Switzerland; Art 
Basel, Pompidou-Metz, France; Julia Stoschek, Berlin; Nxt 
Museum, Amsterdam; X Museum, Beijing; HAU Hebbel am 
Ufer, Berlin; Serpentine Galleries, London; and Outernet, 
London. 

Zander Porter (b. 1994, California, USA) is an artist based 
between Berlin, Amsterdam and Los Angeles. Holding a 
BA in Art Studio (with additional coursework in Computer 
Science and Performance Studies) from Wesleyan 
University, Connecticut, USA, and an MA in Choreography 
from DAS Graduate School, Amsterdam University of the 
Arts, Porter has worked on or participated in residencies 
at Swiss Institute/Contemporary Art New York; Cité 
internationale des arts, Paris; Trauma Bar und Kino, Berlin; 
ACUD MACHT NEU, Berlin; the Saison Foundation, Tokyo; 
and the National Institute for Space Research, Brazil, 
among others.

SWARMM, aka Liam Noonan, is a multidisciplinary artist 
whose practice revolves around the power dynamics of 
machines and human interaction. Working in both music 
and interactive digital media, his projects push the notion 
of immersive gallery-based installations, with heavy 
crossover to club aesthetics. SWARMM is the co-founder of 
LAMINAR FLOW, an independent record label focusing on 
experimental club music, dystopian sounds and multimedia 
projects.
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Wolfgang Tillmans (b. 1968, Remscheid, Germany) studied 
at Bournemouth and Poole College of Art and Design in 
Bournemouth, England, from 1990 to 1992. He was the 
first photographer and first non-British artist to receive the 
Turner Prize from Tate, London (in 2000). He received the 
Kulturpreis der Deutschen Gesellschaft für Photographie 
and was selected to serve as an Artist Trustee on the 
Tate Board of Trustees in 2009. He has been a member 
of the Akademie der Künste, Berlin, since 2012, and was 
appointed a member of the Royal Academy of Arts, 
London, in 2013. Tillmans was the recipient of the 2015 
Hasselblad Foundation International Award in Photography 
and in January 2018, he was awarded the Kaiserring Award 
from the city of Goslar in Germany. Tillmans has had 
prominent solo exhibitions at numerous international 
institutions since the early 1990s, most recently Wolfgang 
Tillmans: To look without fear, MoMA, New York, USA, 2022 
(touring to the Art Gallery of Ontario, 2023, and the San 
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 2023–24). The artist’s 
first solo exhibition in Africa, Wolfgang Tillmans: Fragile, 
opened in 2018 at the Musée d’Art Contemporain et 
Multimédias, Kinshasa (Democratic Republic of the Congo), 
and travelled extensively throughout the continent from 
2018–22.

Rieko Whitfield is a Japanese-American artist whose 
experimental pop music from her debut EP Regenesis has 
been making waves on the London art scene. As a current 
artist in residence at the Tate Modern and a recent 
graduate of the Royal College of Art, London, she has been 
gaining a cult following through live performances at the 
V&A and the ICA.

Regenesis is part of a larger worldbuilding project that 
centres on life, death, rebirth and the power of community 
in embodying alternative futures. It will be available to 
stream on all platforms in October.

00 Zhang completed a Design for Performance & 
Interaction MArch course at University College London 
in 2021, and gained a BA in Fine Art from Central Saint 
Martins in 2020. Recent solo exhibitions include Shattered 
Heliocentric Orbit, Broadway Gallery, Nottingham (2022), 
and Invites: 00 Zhang, Zabludowicz Collection (2023). Select 
group exhibitions include The Production of Post-Truth, Ugly 
Duck, London (2022); Kissaten/Tea Room, University College 
London, London (2022); and Escape Before the Heat Death 
of the Universe: The Digital ‘Peach Blossom Paradise’ and 
Virtual Hedonism, Thetis S.p.A., Venice (2022). 00 Zhang 
has participated in brand collaborations with Nike, Dior, 
Balenciaga and Shanghai Fashion Week.
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Zabludowicz Collection is a philanthropic organisation that 
includes a growing collection of contemporary art and a 
programme of international exhibitions, events and artists’ 
residencies. Founded in 1994, the Collection is dedicated to 
fostering new audiences and a sustainable environment for 
contemporary art, offering a variety of opportunities and 
support for artists and art organisations. All of its activities 
are privately funded and free for the public to access.

Admission is FREE
Thursday, 2pm–late
Friday–Sunday, 12–6pm or by appointment
176 Prince of Wales Road, London NW5 3PT
+44 (0)20 7428 8940 | info@zabludowiczcollection.com
zabludowiczcollection.com

ZABLUDOWICZ
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